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photoshop7 (2023)
when it comes to digital imaging software adobe photoshop has long set the standard thus
when a new version of the popular program appears designers tend to stand up and take
notice hen get down to the serious business of learning about it and for that there s no better
place to turn than the book from the people behind the product adobe press adobe
photoshop 7 0 classroom in a book using the same style of self paced instruction employed in
the best selling previous edition this comprehensive set of photoshop lessons provides
everything you need to dive into the world of print and graphic design with photoshop 7
completely revised to cover all of photoshop 7 s new features including the new healing
brush color correction commands and file management tools the book starts with an
introductory tour of the software and then progresses on through 16 lessons covering
everything from photoshop s interface to more complex topics like color management
graphics and photo retouching you ll find step by step instructions for a variety of projects
from beginning to advanced and review questions at the end of each chapter to reinforce
what you ve learned easy to use project files on the accompanying cd rom complete the
package martin evening s award winning adobe photoshop for photographers titles have
become must have reference sources the only photoshop books written to deal directly with
the needs of photographers this book contains a wealth of invaluable practical advice with
even more hints and tips to help you achieve professional looking results adobe photoshop 7
0 for photographers begins with an introduction to working with digital images providing
essential up to date information on everything from scanning devices to color management
and output issues practical workshops show you how to master the essential techniques with
full coverage of all that s new in photoshop 7 0 including improved retouching techniques
with the healing brush and patch tool removing color casts with the new auto color image
adjustment feature navigating sorting and managing your photographs with the enhanced
file browser option and how to save as many custom palette configurations as you like via the
workspace settings each technique is described in step by step detail showing exactly which
command to use whether you re working on a mac or pc detailed coverage is also given for
mac osx users which photoshop supports for the first time in version 7 0 as well as
information on windows xp for pc users the accompanying free cd rom contains invaluable
movie tutorials and a selection of images to experiment with surely the quickest way to learn
if you have an initial grasp of the photoshop basics and are looking for ways to improve the
quality of your work want to find new ideas and tutorials for the best techniques direct from a
pro whilst making sure you are fully up to date on photoshop 7 0 then this is the book for you
how to use adobe photoshop visually steps the reader through everything he or she needs to
know in order to create and manipulate images for print and the ready to learn not just the
how but the why behind photoshop s most powerful features photoshop guru ben willmore
believes the only way to master photoshop is to go beyond simply memorizing steps and gain
an under the hood understanding of the program he does the job masterfully inadobe
photoshop 7 0 studio techniques a well known favorite that delivers the essential information
you need in a fun well written easy to read style rather than detail every mind numbing
feature of photoshop willmore s compact book cuts through the fat to focus on the concepts
features and techniques that will truly make a difference in how you use photoshop 7 every
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day if you ve ever wanted to understand complex concepts like curves and channels or learn
the logic behind photoshop s keyboard commands look no further fully updated to cover the
new features of photoshop 7 adobe photoshop 7 0 studio techniquesstarts with the working
foundations of photoshop the basic tools palettes layers and masks and quickly moves on to
real world production techniques such as how to sharpen scans correct and optimize images
and use color curves to your advantage by the time you finish the book you ll have explored
the creative aspects of photoshop such as how to blend or enhance images master colorizing
techniques and create advanced type effects included is an entirely new chapter on color
management that gives you practical instruction on implementing a color managed workflow
from monitor to press a section on graphics rounds out the book with chapters on image
slicing and rollovers creating effects for interface design animating effects and optimizing
images for if you want to get beyond conventional step by step instruction and become
photoshop enlightened this is the book for you part of the design professional series this text
includes full coverage of basic through more advanced skills such as how to make photoshop
graphics ready just because a program is one size fits all doesn t mean that a book about it
has to be take the case ofadobe photoshop 7 0 design even though the popular digital
imaging program is geared toward designers of all types graphics print this book that covers
it isn t instead it s written just for you the site designer who wants to get answers to related
photoshop questions without wading through a lot of explanations that simply don t apply
through clear direct text and a gorgeous four color layout this volume both instructs and
inspires qin the process delivering all of the information you need to produce better
organized faster loading sites as you follow along with best selling authormichael baumgardt
you ll learn how to create and optimize graphics produce gif animations manage colors and
more you ll also learn about all that s new in photoshop 7 an enhanced rollover palette to
manage page rollovers animations and image maps more easily output enhancements to
easily apply transparency to page elements and the new selected rollover state for creating
more sophisticated site navigation bars without hand coding and these are just the tip of the
iceberg whatever your level of experience if you re ready to take on design with photoshop 7
this is the book for you while other books on photoshop will take a reference or a step by step
approach this book emphasizes the instant results that can be achieved by applying the wow
layer styles provided on the cd rom for easy loading into photoshop 7 or 6 this book tells
readers in 30 pages including a 5 page step by step tutorial everything they need to know to
work with the powerful layer styles function cd rom contains many useful third party tools
and utilities plus the samples from the book when it comes to digital imaging software adobe
photoshop has long set the standard thus when a new version of the popular program
appears designers tend to stand up and take notice then get down to the serious business of
learning about it and for that there s no better place to turn than the book from the people
behind the product adobe press adobe photoshop 7 0 classroom in a book using the same
style of self paced instruction employed in the best selling previous edition this
comprehensive set of photoshop lessons provides everything you need to dive into the world
of print and graphic design with photoshop 7 completely revised to cover all of photoshop 7 s
new features including the new healing brush color correction commands and file
management tools the book starts with an introductory tour of the software and then
progresses on through 16 lessons covering everything from photoshop s interface to more
complex topics like color management graphics and photo retouching you ll find step by step
instructions for a variety of projects from beginning to advanced and review questions at the
end of each chapter to reinforce what you ve learned easy to use project files on the
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accompanying cd rom complete the package in just 24 lessons of one hour or less you will be
up and running with adobe photoshop 7 using a straightforward step by step approach each
lesson builds upon the previous one allowing you to learn the essentials of creating and
editing images with photoshop from the ground up back cover this menu of titles is ideal for
any course that includes graphic arts software and computer design software as part of the
curriculum courses can be found in office information systems computer science and fine arts
departments as well as continuing education journalism and printing and lithography written
by educators for educators the against the clock series is the complete solution for courses in
graphic multimedia or design software the hands on project based texts are packaged with
resource cd roms that contain all the files needed to create the step by step projects in the
text instructor cd roms include assessments overhead presentation materials and additional
projects part of the design professional series this text offers from basic to more advanced
skills in adobe photoshop 7 0 livemotion 2 0 and golive 6 0 making it a great reference for
the future coverage includes image editing animation and site design and development as
well as the integration of all three applications projects and reviews reinforce students skills
demonstrates prepress color and production techniques while showcasing photoshop 7 s
updated features shows readers how to retouch color correct manipulate and combine
images using photoshop x readers will learn to create cutting edge special effects for the or
print deke mcclelland s easy and approachable writing style demystifies even the most
complex photoshop tasks the photoshop x bible fulfills the promise to the reader of being 100
percent comprehensive authoritative and what you need this classic bible covers it all from
apply image command to zigzag filter anyone who relies on photoshop to meet tough
production challenges knows that when a new version arrives especially one as chockfull of
enhancements as photoshop cs3 there s no time to fool around you need to get up to speed
on it and you need to do so now this book will get you there in this copiously illustrated book
best selling author david blatner offers shows you how to sharpen your photoshop production
techniques and provides clear explanations of the concepts that drive them readers will learn
about managing color correcting colors capturing images getting great scans and more they
ll also find complete coverage of photoshop cs3 s new features a streamlined interface
nondestructive smart filters a new quick selection and refine edge tools improved curves
automatic layer alignment and blending and more throughout the emphasis in this book is on
efficiency the timesaving tips and professional shortcuts that will allow readers to solve their
everyday production challenges creatively with photoshop cs3 classroom in a book collection
dont le succès est mondial propose des livres de formation par la pratique pour étudier
rapidement et aisément les fonctionnalités des logiciels adobe chaque ouvrage offre ce qu
aucun autre livre ou programme de formation ne propose des supports pour travaux
pratiques développés par les experts en formation logicielle d adobe systems testés et
optimisés dans les salles et les laboratoires de cours d adobe ce livre traite les principes
fondamentaux de photoshop couvre les nouvelles fonctionnalités de la version 7 0 et vous
livre d innombrables astuces et techniques pour devenir rapidement un utilisateur expert de
photoshop la structure de l ouvrage vous permettra de progresser à votre rythme de suivre
une formation correspondant à vos besoins et d adapter votre apprentissage au temps dont
vous disposez ce qu il vous faut pour suivre les leçons le logiciel adobe photoshop 7 0 pour
windows ou macos il n est pas fourni avec ce livre classroom in a book ne remplace pas la
documentation le support les mises à jour ni aucun autre avantage découlant de la
possession légale du logiciel adobe photoshop 7 0 inclus dans ce livre un cd rom compatible
pc mac livré dans sa version originale américaine contenant les fichiers d exercices du livre
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logiciel incontournable pour le traitement et la retouche d images photoshop bénéficie d une
exceptionnelle richesse fonctionnelle et confirme ses qualités dans sa dernière version
organisé de manière progressive cet ouvrage a été conçu pour faciliter votre apprentissage
du logiciel et vous donner tous les atouts pour en tirer pleinement parti vous serez guidé
dans la réalisation de vos travaux graphiques grâce à des explications détaillées et vous
découvrirez entre autres comment exploiter les différents formats les calques les couleurs les
tracés et l animation ce livre vous apprendra non seulement à utiliser les outils et techniques
de photoshop mais également à adopter une méthodologie rationnelle et efficace dans vos
travaux personnels et professionnels alors que vous soyez un utilisateur débutant ou
expérimenté tout ici a été pensé pour répondre à vos besoins et vous permettre de donner
libre cours à votre créativité laissez s exprimer l artiste qui est en vous vous découvrirez plus
particulièrement comment réaliser vos propres effets spéciaux créer rapidement une image
panoramique en utilisant les sélections utiliser les masques de fusion travailler avec les
courbes et les tracés configurer les options de gestion des couleurs obtenir des images à
partir d appareils photo numériques et les exploiter utiliser des tracés pour peindre une
image renforcer le réalisme d une image par des effets de texture et des effets spéciaux
bucki walks the reader through the sometimes overwhelming feature set of photoshop 7 by
presenting tasks in concise steps complemented by clear illustrations renowned
photographer and photoshop hall of famer martin evening returns with his comprehensive
guide to photoshop this acclaimed work covers everything from the core aspects of working
in photoshop to advanced techniques for refined workflows and professional results using
concise advice clear instruction and real world examples this essential guide will give you the
skills regardless of your experience to create professional quality results a robust
accompanying website features sample images tutorial videos bonus chapters and a plethora
of extra resources quite simply this is the essential reference for photographers of all levels
using photoshop this practical volume focuses on the use of digital cameras combined with
photoshop software to create and print graphic designs written by educators for educators
the against the clock series is the complete solution for courses in graphic multimedia or
design software the hands on project based texts are packaged with resource cd roms that
contain all the files needed to create the step by step projects in the text instructor cd roms
include assessments overhead presentation materials and additional projects topics covered
include media and color color correction repair and retouching animation colorizing and
image ready this title is ideal for professionals who teach adobe photoshop or educators of
any course that includes graphic arts software and computer design software or for anyone
interested with a working knowledge of adobe photoshop 7 who is ready to proceed to the
advanced level anderson visually steps the reader through everything they need to know in
order to create and manipulate images for print and the photoshop 7 can be a somewhat
intimidating program for the beginning user but this handbook makes it simple to learn the
basic techniques involved
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when it comes to digital imaging software adobe photoshop has long set the standard thus
when a new version of the popular program appears designers tend to stand up and take
notice hen get down to the serious business of learning about it and for that there s no better
place to turn than the book from the people behind the product adobe press adobe
photoshop 7 0 classroom in a book using the same style of self paced instruction employed in
the best selling previous edition this comprehensive set of photoshop lessons provides
everything you need to dive into the world of print and graphic design with photoshop 7
completely revised to cover all of photoshop 7 s new features including the new healing
brush color correction commands and file management tools the book starts with an
introductory tour of the software and then progresses on through 16 lessons covering
everything from photoshop s interface to more complex topics like color management
graphics and photo retouching you ll find step by step instructions for a variety of projects
from beginning to advanced and review questions at the end of each chapter to reinforce
what you ve learned easy to use project files on the accompanying cd rom complete the
package

Adobe Photoshop 7.0 for Photographers
2013-05-02

martin evening s award winning adobe photoshop for photographers titles have become must
have reference sources the only photoshop books written to deal directly with the needs of
photographers this book contains a wealth of invaluable practical advice with even more
hints and tips to help you achieve professional looking results adobe photoshop 7 0 for
photographers begins with an introduction to working with digital images providing essential
up to date information on everything from scanning devices to color management and output
issues practical workshops show you how to master the essential techniques with full
coverage of all that s new in photoshop 7 0 including improved retouching techniques with
the healing brush and patch tool removing color casts with the new auto color image
adjustment feature navigating sorting and managing your photographs with the enhanced
file browser option and how to save as many custom palette configurations as you like via the
workspace settings each technique is described in step by step detail showing exactly which
command to use whether you re working on a mac or pc detailed coverage is also given for
mac osx users which photoshop supports for the first time in version 7 0 as well as
information on windows xp for pc users the accompanying free cd rom contains invaluable
movie tutorials and a selection of images to experiment with surely the quickest way to learn
if you have an initial grasp of the photoshop basics and are looking for ways to improve the
quality of your work want to find new ideas and tutorials for the best techniques direct from a
pro whilst making sure you are fully up to date on photoshop 7 0 then this is the book for you



How to Use Adobe Photoshop 7
2002

how to use adobe photoshop visually steps the reader through everything he or she needs to
know in order to create and manipulate images for print and the

Adobe Photoshop 7.0
2002

ready to learn not just the how but the why behind photoshop s most powerful features
photoshop guru ben willmore believes the only way to master photoshop is to go beyond
simply memorizing steps and gain an under the hood understanding of the program he does
the job masterfully inadobe photoshop 7 0 studio techniques a well known favorite that
delivers the essential information you need in a fun well written easy to read style rather
than detail every mind numbing feature of photoshop willmore s compact book cuts through
the fat to focus on the concepts features and techniques that will truly make a difference in
how you use photoshop 7 every day if you ve ever wanted to understand complex concepts
like curves and channels or learn the logic behind photoshop s keyboard commands look no
further fully updated to cover the new features of photoshop 7 adobe photoshop 7 0 studio
techniquesstarts with the working foundations of photoshop the basic tools palettes layers
and masks and quickly moves on to real world production techniques such as how to sharpen
scans correct and optimize images and use color curves to your advantage by the time you
finish the book you ll have explored the creative aspects of photoshop such as how to blend
or enhance images master colorizing techniques and create advanced type effects included is
an entirely new chapter on color management that gives you practical instruction on
implementing a color managed workflow from monitor to press a section on graphics rounds
out the book with chapters on image slicing and rollovers creating effects for interface design
animating effects and optimizing images for if you want to get beyond conventional step by
step instruction and become photoshop enlightened this is the book for you

Adobe Photoshop 7.0
2003

part of the design professional series this text includes full coverage of basic through more
advanced skills such as how to make photoshop graphics ready

Adobe Photoshop 7 Web Design with GoLive 6
2003

just because a program is one size fits all doesn t mean that a book about it has to be take
the case ofadobe photoshop 7 0 design even though the popular digital imaging program is
geared toward designers of all types graphics print this book that covers it isn t instead it s



written just for you the site designer who wants to get answers to related photoshop
questions without wading through a lot of explanations that simply don t apply through clear
direct text and a gorgeous four color layout this volume both instructs and inspires qin the
process delivering all of the information you need to produce better organized faster loading
sites as you follow along with best selling authormichael baumgardt you ll learn how to
create and optimize graphics produce gif animations manage colors and more you ll also
learn about all that s new in photoshop 7 an enhanced rollover palette to manage page
rollovers animations and image maps more easily output enhancements to easily apply
transparency to page elements and the new selected rollover state for creating more
sophisticated site navigation bars without hand coding and these are just the tip of the
iceberg whatever your level of experience if you re ready to take on design with photoshop 7
this is the book for you

Adobe Photoshop 7
2002

while other books on photoshop will take a reference or a step by step approach this book
emphasizes the instant results that can be achieved by applying the wow layer styles
provided on the cd rom for easy loading into photoshop 7 or 6 this book tells readers in 30
pages including a 5 page step by step tutorial everything they need to know to work with the
powerful layer styles function

Adv Guide to Adobe Photoshop 7
2002

cd rom contains many useful third party tools and utilities plus the samples from the book

Adobe Photoshop 7 Classroom in a Book
2003

when it comes to digital imaging software adobe photoshop has long set the standard thus
when a new version of the popular program appears designers tend to stand up and take
notice then get down to the serious business of learning about it and for that there s no
better place to turn than the book from the people behind the product adobe press adobe
photoshop 7 0 classroom in a book using the same style of self paced instruction employed in
the best selling previous edition this comprehensive set of photoshop lessons provides
everything you need to dive into the world of print and graphic design with photoshop 7
completely revised to cover all of photoshop 7 s new features including the new healing
brush color correction commands and file management tools the book starts with an
introductory tour of the software and then progresses on through 16 lessons covering
everything from photoshop s interface to more complex topics like color management
graphics and photo retouching you ll find step by step instructions for a variety of projects
from beginning to advanced and review questions at the end of each chapter to reinforce
what you ve learned easy to use project files on the accompanying cd rom complete the



package

Using Adobe Photoshop 7
2003

in just 24 lessons of one hour or less you will be up and running with adobe photoshop 7
using a straightforward step by step approach each lesson builds upon the previous one
allowing you to learn the essentials of creating and editing images with photoshop from the
ground up back cover

Adobe Photoshop 7
2001

this menu of titles is ideal for any course that includes graphic arts software and computer
design software as part of the curriculum courses can be found in office information systems
computer science and fine arts departments as well as continuing education journalism and
printing and lithography written by educators for educators the against the clock series is the
complete solution for courses in graphic multimedia or design software the hands on project
based texts are packaged with resource cd roms that contain all the files needed to create
the step by step projects in the text instructor cd roms include assessments overhead
presentation materials and additional projects

Adobe Photoshop 7.0
2001

part of the design professional series this text offers from basic to more advanced skills in
adobe photoshop 7 0 livemotion 2 0 and golive 6 0 making it a great reference for the future
coverage includes image editing animation and site design and development as well as the
integration of all three applications projects and reviews reinforce students skills

Adobe Photoshop 7 - Classroom In A Book
2002

demonstrates prepress color and production techniques while showcasing photoshop 7 s
updated features

Sams Teach Yourself Adobe Photoshop 7 in 24 Hours
2002

shows readers how to retouch color correct manipulate and combine images using photoshop
x readers will learn to create cutting edge special effects for the or print deke mcclelland s



easy and approachable writing style demystifies even the most complex photoshop tasks the
photoshop x bible fulfills the promise to the reader of being 100 percent comprehensive
authoritative and what you need this classic bible covers it all from apply image command to
zigzag filter

ADOBE PHOTOSHOP 7.0
2002-08-29

anyone who relies on photoshop to meet tough production challenges knows that when a
new version arrives especially one as chockfull of enhancements as photoshop cs3 there s no
time to fool around you need to get up to speed on it and you need to do so now this book
will get you there in this copiously illustrated book best selling author david blatner offers
shows you how to sharpen your photoshop production techniques and provides clear
explanations of the concepts that drive them readers will learn about managing color
correcting colors capturing images getting great scans and more they ll also find complete
coverage of photoshop cs3 s new features a streamlined interface nondestructive smart
filters a new quick selection and refine edge tools improved curves automatic layer alignment
and blending and more throughout the emphasis in this book is on efficiency the timesaving
tips and professional shortcuts that will allow readers to solve their everyday production
challenges creatively with photoshop cs3

Adobe Photoshop 7
2002

classroom in a book collection dont le succès est mondial propose des livres de formation par
la pratique pour étudier rapidement et aisément les fonctionnalités des logiciels adobe
chaque ouvrage offre ce qu aucun autre livre ou programme de formation ne propose des
supports pour travaux pratiques développés par les experts en formation logicielle d adobe
systems testés et optimisés dans les salles et les laboratoires de cours d adobe ce livre traite
les principes fondamentaux de photoshop couvre les nouvelles fonctionnalités de la version 7
0 et vous livre d innombrables astuces et techniques pour devenir rapidement un utilisateur
expert de photoshop la structure de l ouvrage vous permettra de progresser à votre rythme
de suivre une formation correspondant à vos besoins et d adapter votre apprentissage au
temps dont vous disposez ce qu il vous faut pour suivre les leçons le logiciel adobe
photoshop 7 0 pour windows ou macos il n est pas fourni avec ce livre classroom in a book ne
remplace pas la documentation le support les mises à jour ni aucun autre avantage
découlant de la possession légale du logiciel adobe photoshop 7 0 inclus dans ce livre un cd
rom compatible pc mac livré dans sa version originale américaine contenant les fichiers d
exercices du livre

Adobe Photoshop 7.0 Fast & Easy
2002

logiciel incontournable pour le traitement et la retouche d images photoshop bénéficie d une



exceptionnelle richesse fonctionnelle et confirme ses qualités dans sa dernière version
organisé de manière progressive cet ouvrage a été conçu pour faciliter votre apprentissage
du logiciel et vous donner tous les atouts pour en tirer pleinement parti vous serez guidé
dans la réalisation de vos travaux graphiques grâce à des explications détaillées et vous
découvrirez entre autres comment exploiter les différents formats les calques les couleurs les
tracés et l animation ce livre vous apprendra non seulement à utiliser les outils et techniques
de photoshop mais également à adopter une méthodologie rationnelle et efficace dans vos
travaux personnels et professionnels alors que vous soyez un utilisateur débutant ou
expérimenté tout ici a été pensé pour répondre à vos besoins et vous permettre de donner
libre cours à votre créativité laissez s exprimer l artiste qui est en vous vous découvrirez plus
particulièrement comment réaliser vos propres effets spéciaux créer rapidement une image
panoramique en utilisant les sélections utiliser les masques de fusion travailler avec les
courbes et les tracés configurer les options de gestion des couleurs obtenir des images à
partir d appareils photo numériques et les exploiter utiliser des tracés pour peindre une
image renforcer le réalisme d une image par des effets de texture et des effets spéciaux

Adobe Photoshop 7.0
2002

bucki walks the reader through the sometimes overwhelming feature set of photoshop 7 by
presenting tasks in concise steps complemented by clear illustrations

Using Adobe Photoshop 7
2003

renowned photographer and photoshop hall of famer martin evening returns with his
comprehensive guide to photoshop this acclaimed work covers everything from the core
aspects of working in photoshop to advanced techniques for refined workflows and
professional results using concise advice clear instruction and real world examples this
essential guide will give you the skills regardless of your experience to create professional
quality results a robust accompanying website features sample images tutorial videos bonus
chapters and a plethora of extra resources quite simply this is the essential reference for
photographers of all levels using photoshop

The Web Collection
2003

this practical volume focuses on the use of digital cameras combined with photoshop
software to create and print graphic designs

Real world Adobe Photoshop 7
2003



written by educators for educators the against the clock series is the complete solution for
courses in graphic multimedia or design software the hands on project based texts are
packaged with resource cd roms that contain all the files needed to create the step by step
projects in the text instructor cd roms include assessments overhead presentation materials
and additional projects topics covered include media and color color correction repair and
retouching animation colorizing and image ready this title is ideal for professionals who teach
adobe photoshop or educators of any course that includes graphic arts software and
computer design software or for anyone interested with a working knowledge of adobe
photoshop 7 who is ready to proceed to the advanced level

Photoshop 7 Bible
2002-09-05

anderson visually steps the reader through everything they need to know in order to create
and manipulate images for print and the photoshop 7 can be a somewhat intimidating
program for the beginning user but this handbook makes it simple to learn the basic
techniques involved

Adobe Photoshop 7 F&e
2002

Real World Adobe Photoshop CS3
2007-12-10

Adobe Photoshop 7
2004-08-01

Adobe Photoshop 7.0
2006

Adobe Photoshop 7
2004



Adobe Photoshop 7 Fast and Easy
2002-08-01

Adobe Photoshop CS6 for Photographers
2012-08-06

The Web Collection
2003

Adobe Photoshop 7 in 24 uur
2002

Sams Teach Yourself Adobe Photoshop 7 in 24 Hours
with 100 Photoshop Tips
2003-10-31

Adobe Photoshop 7 Digital Darkroom
2002

Adobe Photoshop 7 and Illustr10 and Intro Elctrn Pkg
2002-11-01

Adobe Photoshop 7
2003

Adobe Photoshop 7: Advncd&photoshp7 Intro Pk
2002-11-01



Adobe Photoshop 7
2003

Adobe Photoshop 7 Crea
2002

Adobe Photoshop 7 Creative Workshop
2003-07-01

Adobe Photoshop 7
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